
Model # HPTA007

MODEL # HPTA007 COLD SPRINGS DOME TENT
15ft x 15ft x 78in / 4.57m x 4.57m x 1.98m

COLD SPRINGS

QTY                     DESCRIPTION                                                         PART NUMBER

Tent Body                                                                                    N/A

Rainfly w/S hooks; all seams taped                                            DS007-RF

Carry Bag – black                                                                        DS007-CB

Divider Curtain:                                                                           DS007-DC
Elbow Connector                                                                         DS007-DC 

Pole Bag                                                                                     DS007-PB
Stake Bag                                                                                   DS007-SB
Guy Rope: 8 1/4ft, black w/white fluorescence                           DS007-GR

Stake Set of Twenty 7 inch steel stakes                                     DS007-ST

Fiberglass,shock-corded Tent Pole - black,6 section                  DS007-FP-6BK
Fiberglass,shock-corded Tent Pole - black,4 section                  DS007-FP-4BK 
Steel,shock-corded leg Tent Pole - black,3 section                     DS007-SP-3BK

FABRIC BODY:

POLES:

RAINFLY:

CARRY BAG:

STAKES:

UNIVERSAL PARTS: (some attached to fabric)
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STEP 2: Set Up the Poles
A) Select a smooth level site and spread out 
your tent.
B) Take the longest tent pole(DS007-FP-6BK) and 
push it through the sleeves located on the center 
of the tent. Take the shorter poles(DS007-FP-4BK) 
and slide them through the sleeves on the left and 
right side on the roof.

STEP 6: Stake the Tent
A) Stake tent by driving stake through the 
webbing loops on base of tent.
B) To secure guy ropes, �nd the guy rope 
plastic slider and look for the portion of 
the rope opposite the knot. Pull this 
portion, forming a loop (works like a slip 
knot). Extend guy rope to ground and 
stake. Repeat with remaining guy ropes.

          Tips: Stakes provided are for solid 
ground. Camping in sand? We suggest 
corkscrew style. Check favorite retailer 
for availability.

STEP 5: Attach the Divider Curtain
To install the divider curtain, attach its 
S-Hooks to the fabric loop in the middle 
of the tent.

STEP 1: Remove Rain�y STEP 4: Take Down the Tent
A) Detach S-Hooks that hold down rain�y.
B) Disengage rain�y pole from metal 
grommets and push pole out of pole sleeve.
C) Carefully fold the rain�y and pole for 
storage.

A) Detach the J-Hooks from the poles.
B) Remove poles from pin-rings.
C) Slide each pole out by carefully pushing it 
away from the pole sleeve.

STEP 5: Fold the Tent
Fold tent into a rectangular shape the same 
width as pole bag. Lay pole bag at one end of 
fabric and roll tightly together, slowly 
squeezing air out as you go. (Following these 
instructions will make it easier to �t tent into 
bag.) Store tent in carry bag provided.

D) Carefully fold poles and store them in their 
bags.

STEP 2: Remove th Divider Curtain

STEP 3: Remove the Stakes

Detach gear loft and divider curtain by 
unhooking their S-Hooks from fabric loops. 
Fold for storage.

Carefully remove stakes by pulling out the 
hook 
ends.

Remove excess soil from the stakes and 
store them in their bag.

           Tip: Do not pull or tug at the stake 
loops sewn onto the fabric body.

           Tip: By following these instructions, you
will minimize risk of damaging poles and/or 
snapping shock-cording.
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STEP 1:Verify Package Contents

Verify package contents by emptying contents of 
bag(s) and con�rming all parts are included and 
undamaged.                                      Tip: Do this at home before 
you leave on your trip.

STEP 3:Set up the tent
A) Place the �berglass roof pole ends intothe elbow 
connector.
B) Place the one side of steel pole ends into the 
pin-rings located at the tent �oor and the other side 
into elbow connector.
C) Snap the J-hooks(attached to fabric body) over 
each steel pole to shape the tent.

STEP 4:Attach Rain�y
A) Unfold the rain�y and place over the tent
B) Attach the �y to the tent by wrapping the 
hook-and-loop tabs around each steel pole.
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C) Pule the bungee strap down to attach 
the S-hook to the pin-rings.
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